Vocabulary: all answers must be followed with “sir”

Front Snap Kick: Ap-Chagee
Roundhouse Kick: Dool-ya-Chagee
Ax Kick: Dura-Chikee
Side Kick: Yup-Chagee
Hook Kick: Yup-Frigee
Back Kick: Dwee-Chagee
Spinning Heel Kick: Dwee-Frigee

Knowledge:
Meaning of Red Belt:
The Red Belt signifies the heat of the Sun as the plan continues to grow towards it. Just as the larger plant grows slowly toward the Sun, the Red belt is more cautious with his/her increased knowledge and physical abilities.

Counting Numbers
71. Eel-hun Ha-nah 72. Eel-hun Dool 73. Eel-hun Set 74. Eel-hun Net
75. Eel-hun Da-sut 76. Eel-hun Yu-sut 77. Eel-hun Eel-gop 78. Eel-hun Yu-dul
79. Eel-hun A-hop 80. Yu-dun
80.

Home Rules: Age 13 & under Numbers 1-8